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Abstract

Complex multimedia document handling, including the modeling, decomposition, and search across digital documents, is one of the primary services that must be provided by digital library systems. In this paper, we present a general approach for handling structured documents (e.g., SGML documents) by exploiting object-oriented database technology. For this purpose, we propose a constraint-based object model capable of capturing in a uniform manner all SGML constructs typically used to encode the structural organization of complex documents. We present a general strategy for mapping arbitrary document types (e.g., article, journal, and book DTDs) expressed using standard SGML into our model. Most importantly, we demonstrate that our model is designed to handle the integration of diverse document types into one integrated schema, thus avoiding the generating of numerous redundant class definitions for similar document subtypes. The resulting document management system DMS is thus capable of supporting the dynamic addition of new document types, and of uniformly processing queries spanning across multiple document types. In this paper, we also describe the implementation of our approach on the commercial DBMS system Illustra to demonstrate that the ease with which our approach can be realized on current OODB technology – without requiring any special-purpose constructs. Our DMS system provides support for integrated querying of both structural as well as content-based predicates across arbitrarily complex document types.

1 Introduction

1.1 Structured Document Management

With the coming of the information age, the amount, complexity and variety of digital documents available on the so-called information super-highway is increasing dramatically on a day by day basis. To cope with this overload of digital information, it is thus critical that we have at our avail a proper set of software tools to aid with all aspects of document handling. This includes tools and techniques for the creation, editing, management, storage, filtering, retrieval and presentation of structured multimedia documents.

One of the primary goals of the University of Michigan Digital Library (UMDL) project [1], funded by NSF, ARPA, NASA as well as numerous industrial sponsors, is to develop an agent-based software
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architecture for maintaining such digital information distributed over a large set of heterogeneous collection databases. The UMDL system is being designed to support the management and efficient retrieval of digital information over the internet. This requires techniques for identifying digital material that most closely matches the information needs of individual users—a functionality typically provided by information retrieval (IR) systems. However, documents of the current and future information age are no longer simple sequential pieces of text, mimicking their old cousin—the paper book. Rather, digital documents are complex, highly structured artifacts, that are closely interconnected referring and re-using passages and digital subdocuments in an integrated web structure. The challenge thus remains to not only identify documents as a whole, but rather to find individual document fragments, to search based on the structure of a document, and to compose document fragments into complex, customized documents targeted to meet the particular information needs of the users. DBMSs have been designed to handle such complex structured query and information integration requirements—besides of course also providing other traditional DBMS functionalities such as concurrency control and recovery.

For these reasons, much work has been initiated in recent years in integrating database (DBMS) and information retrieval (IR) technologies for developing structured document management systems [8, 9, 4, 3, 2, 7]. This research has generally proceeded in two directions: either IR systems are extended with structured representation and associated query techniques or DBMS systems are extended by incorporating IR matching techniques into their query language and access structures. It is likely that eventually a true “marriage” will emerge once both approaches have fully matured. In this paper, we build on this previous work, in particular, we utilize a DBMS system that has been extended with IR techniques as foundation of our document management system (DMS) system.

Our goal is to provide for document management technologies using generic techniques and tools, whenever possible. For this reason, our DMS is designed to handle SGML documents. SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language) [11] is a recently prevailing standard that has been developed as a means for the generic interchange of digital documents between different platforms and systems. SGML encodes different types of textual documents (e.g., document type definitions - DTDs - for articles, books, journals, etc.) by marking their structural contexts. It has been found that SGML structure can be exploited for guiding the retrieval process over digital documents, by allowing for example queries that incorporate not just content-based information needs but also structural requests. Examples of queries that our DMS can support, by exploiting SGML structuring, include "Retrieve all figures with associated captions and the names of the sections they appear in for all documents written by Elisa Meister that are on the subject of "Database" and "Information Retrieval"."

1.2 The Constraint-based Approach

This paper describes our solution to building a document management system (DMS) that can handle complex mixed queries by exploiting both IR as well as DBMS techniques. Our goals here are two-fold: (1) to build upon previous work whenever possible, and (2) to develop generic solutions that can be quickly adapted by others into their respective document management systems. Our work utilizes SGML as document structuring technique due to the increasing popularity of this standard among publishers\(^1\). In order to simplify mapping of SGML DTDs into database technology, we propose a constraint-based object modeling and merging approach.

First, we introduce a formal object model which (containing only well-accepted object modeling primitives) can easily be mapped to most of the currently available OODB systems\(^2\). Rather than introducing

\(^1\) The digital library project at the University of Michigan (UMDL) is getting delivered document collections in SGML format from content providers such as Elsevier and others.

\(^2\) We have previously identified constraint mechanisms as a powerful object modeling technique[14].
special-purpose data types and meta-classes or requiring new query processing techniques for handling particular SGML-constructs, as proposed by other researchers, we introduce a constraint-based object model that provides a generic mechanism for document modeling. We then present a general algorithm for mapping any SGML construct into our formal constraint-based object model. Finally, we discuss our successful experience of implementing our DMS system on the commercial system Illustra. This effort demonstrates that our formal constraint-based object model can easily be mapped to available OODB technology.

Furthermore, we show that our model is designed to support the integration of multiple DTDs into one integrated system - sharing class definitions among different DTDs whenever possible. Our integrated schema approach is based on the recognition that the textual document types that we are currently considering, such as, articles, books, journals and so on, typically exhibit significant overlap in terms of their document structures. We thus propose to exploit this fact by merging schemata rather than maintaining a distinct schema for each separate DTD in DMS - as commonly assumed by all the other systems that we are aware of. This not only reduces the size of the schema, but it can also simplify document retrieval by allowing for the structural and content-based queries against the integrated schema - i.e., across diverse DTDs. Specification of queries across various document types becomes possible without requiring special syntactic query constructs or query processing techniques.

To validate our constraint-based approach, we have implemented a working prototype of our document management system DMS. The foundation of our system is Illustra, a commercial object-relational DBMS, which we chose for its support of basic object-oriented features, of SQL and textual query processing, and of rule specification. Given this suitable platform, we were able to rapidly build an initial version of DMS within a few months. In this paper, we describe in detail a realization of the SGML-to-OODB mapping strategy on our chosen platform. Our prototype DMS can handle mixed queries like the one listed earlier. To summarize, key contributions of this proposed approach are its genericity and simplicity, which allow structured document handling to be easily added to any OODBs system that supports constraints.

1.3 Overview

In the remainder of this paper, we first overview our general approach towards document management (Section 2). Section 3 introduces the constraint-based object model, while Section 4 describes our proposed strategy for mapping SGML model groups into the constraint-based model. Each of these steps is clarified by presenting a detailed example of how it is realized in our current prototype implementation using Illustra. Our model simplifies the task of merging multiple, possibly diverse DTDs into one uniform schema, as described in Section 5. Finally, related work is presented in Section 6, and conclusions and future work are given in Section 7.

2 Project Background

Our goal is to develop an integrated document management system (DMS) that can handle mixed queries involving both structural as well as content-based predicates. The general architecture of our system is given in Figure 1.

Using SGML for Document Management. The SGML standard [10, 11], developed to support the representation and exchange of structured text, such as book or article document types, has increasingly
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3 It is important to note that most commercial DBMS systems provide some form of rule or constraint support, and that active OODBMS technology is increasingly gaining popularity [16, 12].

4 Illustra is a registered trademark of Illustra Inc.
become popular with major publishers. We hence have chosen SGML as the formalism for encoding the structural characteristics of our documents. In other words, our DMS system is designed to accept SGML documents as input, to generate SGML documents as output, and to provide support for querying, editing, and filtering of documents based on their structural characteristics as encoded by SGML (Figure 1).

Mapping the structure of SGML documents into a database requires that the database model supports (1) the hierarchical structure of the SGML documents, (2) abstract data types such as variable-length ordered lists and tuples, (3) complex data types which can capture the semantics of the expressions obtained using SGML connectors ("\[", "&", ",") and SGML occurrence indicators ("+", ",", "*") and (4) ways of defining constraints for the above data types [7]. In Sections 3 and 4, we present our constraint-based object modeling and merging approach which represents our solution to the problem of SGML modeling.

Figure 1: The Integrated Document Management System Architecture.

Selection of DBMS System as Platform. Since the complex structure of digital documents requires powerful data modeling, we have chosen the commercial DBMS system Illustra as platform for DMS. Illustra is based on an object-relational model which builds on top of the relational model through its support for objects and abstract data types. Thus, Illustra combines the mature features of relational databases (such as SQL query support) with the object modeling power of OODBs. Illustra provides built-in extensibility of data types, so that we can easily define new abstract data types, such as ordered lists, as required by SGML modeling. Another advantage of Illustra is that it provides support for textual search functions through its "Text Datablade" package, supporting manipulation, storage and retrieval of free form, unstructured text of arbitrary length.

In addition, Illustra meets our project needs by supporting a mechanism for constraint specification and management. This is important since, for example, if we were to use this document database within an SGML editor or composer application, it would be necessary to have a means to ensure that any object instance modified would still translate into a valid SGML document. Without these constraints being handled within the database, it would be necessary to translate an object back into a SGML document and run a parser on it to determine whether or not it is still valid.

DMS System Overview. As depicted in Figure 1, the DTD-mapper module of our DMS system translates an input DTD into our internal schema representation. Our schema-merger module merges the
newly generated classes with the integrated document schema. Given an SGML document instance, the
loader module determines a match between the particular document and the integrated DTD schema. Based
on this match, the document will be decomposed and loaded into the DMS repository as a complex document
object. A query module is available to process extended SQL queries, while a graphical interface for displaying
query results (in particular, structured document fragments) is under development.

3 The Constraint-Based Object Model

As the foundation of our system, we are assuming a general object model as adopted by most other OODBs
[5, 6]. In order to support modeling of all SGML constructs, we extend the model with constraints over the
attribute set. As we shall describe, the constraints are used to model properties of a subset of the attributes
of a class and they must hold for every instance of the class.

Let $N$ be the set of all classes, $L$ the set of attribute names, and $O$ the set of object instances. We
represent a schema $S$ as a tuple $(C, E, G, T)$ where:

1. $C \subseteq N$ is a finite set of classes. For every class $c$ in $C$, there is a collection of object instances in $O$
   that defines the content of the class $c$. The object instances are said to be members of (or instances of)
   their class $c$.

2. $E \subseteq C \times L \times C$ is a finite set of attributes. For an attribute $(p, a, q) \in E$, every instance of the class $p$
   has an attribute named $a$ whose value is a member of the class $q$. The class $q$ is called the domain of $a$ for
   $p$. For all $e_i \in E$, such that $e_i = (p, a_i, q_i)$ for some class $p$, we call $\{a_i | (p, a_i, q_i) \in E, \forall a_i \in L, \forall q_i \in C\}$
   the attribute set defined for $p$.

3. $G \subseteq C \times C$ is the specialization relation on classes. For $(p, q) \in G$, we say that $p$ is a specialization
   of $q$ (or $q$ is the generalization of $p$) which indicates that every instance of $p$ is also an instance of $q$.
   $G$ is a reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric relation on $C$.

4. $T \subseteq (E \times E \times B) \cup (E \times U)$ is the set of binary and unary constraints over the
   attribute set $E$, where $B = \{b : E \times E \rightarrow \{True, False\}\}$ is a set of binary constraint functions
   and $U = \{u : E \rightarrow \{True, False\}\}$ is a set of unary constraint functions. $T$ is defined
   as a finite set: $T = \{(p, a, g) | (p, a, q) \in E, (p, b, t) \in E$ and $f((p, a, q), (p, b, t)) = True\} \cup \{(p, a, q) | g \in U, (p, a, q) \in E$ and $g((p, a, q)) = True\}$.

The set of constraints $T$ is defined by enumerating the constraint tuples (argument(s), constraint function)
 corresponding to the True values of the constraint functions. For the purpose of this paper, we use only binary and unary constraints over the attribute set of the same class. The data model could easily be extended with a more general set of constraints. However, we found this restricted set of constraint types sufficiently powerful to handle all SGML semantics.

An example of an unary function is the non-null constraint denoted by:

$$NotNull : E \rightarrow \{True, False\}.$$  

This constraint is defined, for example, as follows for the class $Person$:

$$NotNull((Person, SSN, Integer)) = True$$
with the semantics that this is true if and only if any instance of the class Person has an attribute SSN not null, with the later a member of the class Integer. This constraint assures that every person instance does have a legal ssn value.

An example of a binary function is the exclusive-or constraint denoted by:

\[ \text{ExclusiveOr} : E \times E \rightarrow \{ \text{True}, \text{False} \}. \]

This constraint is defined, for example, as follows for the class Student:

\[ \text{ExclusiveOr}((\text{Student, VisaType, String}), (\text{Student, Citizen/PermRes, String})) = \text{True} \]

with the semantics that every instance of the Student class must have either an attribute value for its VisaType or for its Citizen/PermRes status, but cannot have values for both.

In addition, we establish that a schema \( S = (C, E, G, T) \) must satisfy the following properties in order to be considered well-defined:

1. If \((p, a, q_1) \in E \) and \((p, a, q_2) \in E \) then \( \exists q \in C \) such that \((q, q_1) \in G \), \((q, q_2) \in G \) and \((p, a, q) \in E \).
   
   This property says that for every attribute \( a \) of a class \( p \), there exists a least one class \( q \) that is subclass of all domains of \( a \) defined for \( a \) in \( p \). Since all members of a class must meet all constraints defined on the class, this assures that there is ultimately one unique most restricted domain for each attribute of a class.

2. If \((p, q) \in G \) and \((q, a, r) \in E \) then \((p, a, r) \in E \).
   
   This property, often called the full-inheritance invariant, states that any attribute of \( q \) is inherited by all subclasses of \( q \).

3. If \((p, a, q) \in E \) and \((q, r) \in G \) then \((p, a, r) \in E \).
   
   This property states that the attributes are preserved by the specialization relation over \( C \).

4. (a) If \((p, q) \in G \) and \(((q, a, r), g) \in T \) then for all \( r' \in C \) for which \((p, a, r') \in E \) we have that \(((p, a, r'), g) \in T \).
   
   (b) If \((p, q) \in G \) and \(((q, a, r_1), (q, b, r_2), f) \in T \) then for all \( r'_1, r'_2 \in C \) for which \((p, a, r'_1) \in E \), \((p, b, r'_2) \in E \) we have that \(((p, a, r'_1), (p, b, r'_2), f) \in T \).

The last property enforces that the constraints are also preserved by the specialization relation by being inherited from a generalization class to all its specialization subclasses. In particular, 4.a states the constraint preservation principle for unary constraint functions, and 4.b states it for binary constraint functions, respectively.

4 Mapping SGML Model Groups into the Constraint Based Model

In this section we define a general strategy for mapping SGML basic model groups to a constraint-based object schema based on the model described above (Section 3). The proposed strategy is general in that it could easily be realized on any OODB system that supports the elementary OO modeling constructs, such as objects, classes, attributes, and generalization relationships. In addition, we assume that the target OODB system supports constraints. If this is not provided by the OODB system, then the constraints defined in the mapping process would have to be realized using method encoding.
**The Example Document Type Definition (DTD).** We will use the Document Type Definition (DTD) for documents of type *article* given in Figure 2 as source for the examples throughout the remainder of this section. This article DTD example was first defined in [7], and represents a realistic though simplified version of the Elsevier Science Article DTD documented by Elsevier Science Pub. [13]. In order to validate our approach, we also describe in this section how our DMS system realizes the resulting constraint-based object schema for the article document type using the Illustra DBMS engine.

1. `<!DOCTYPE article [`
2. `<!ELEMENT article  -- (title, (author+), affil, abstract, (section+), (bib&ack))>
3. `<!ELEMENT title     -0 (#PCDATA)>
4. `<!ELEMENT author    -0 (#PCDATA)>
5. `<!ELEMENT affil      -0 (#PCDATA)>
6. `<!ELEMENT abstract   -0 (#PCDATA)>
7. `<!ELEMENT ack       -0 (#PCDATA)>
8. `<!ELEMENT bib        -0 (#PCDATA)>
9. `<!ELEMENT section   -0 ((title, (body+))| (title, (body*), (subsectn+)))">
10. `<!ELEMENT subsectn -0 (title, (body+))>
11. `<!ELEMENT body      -0 (figure|paragr)>
12. `<!ELEMENT figure    -0 (picture, (caption?))>
13. `<!ELEMENT picture   -0 (#PCDATA)>
14. `<!ELEMENT caption   -0 (#PCDATA)>
15. `<!ELEMENT paragr    -0 (#PCDATA)>
`]

Figure 2: A DTD for a Document of Type Article.

The definition of the element *article* (line 2 in Figure 2) can be represented as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) where the leaves are the elements of the SGML basic types (e.g., `#PCDATA`) and the internal nodes are SGML connectors (e.g., `&`, `"`, and `"`), SGML indicators (e.g., `?`, `*` and `+`) and elements which are defined using other elements. Figure 3 depicts the DAG representation capturing the DTD from Figure 2.

**General Mapping Strategy.**

*Step 1: Basic Types.* In the general mapping, every SGML basic type (e.g., `#PCDATA` in Figure 2) is represented by a class of the appropriate type (e.g., `TEXT` or `DOC` in Illustra).

*Step 2: Complex Types.* Each basic SGML model group is represented by a class with its attributes corresponding to the elements of the model group and with the constraints imposed by the connector used in the model group. The name of the class is the name of the defined SGML element if the model group is the content of the element definition. For example, *(title, (body+)) is the model group defining the element `subsectn` in line 10 of the DTD in Figure 2 and it will be mapped into a new class with the name `SUBSECTN`. Note, for example, that in Figure 3, there exists a subtree representing this model group *(T2) which is the only child of the node `subsectn`.*

If the model group is used inside another model group then we will generate a unique name for the

---

5 Recall that we have chosen Illustra since it supports both content-based queries as well as general constraints.
corresponding class. For example, the \texttt{(title, (body*), (subsection+))} model group is used in the definition of the \texttt{section}. Thus a unique class name will be assigned to this model group so that it can be referred to in the \texttt{section} class. In this case, the subtree in Figure 3 corresponding to this model group (T1) is the child of a node labeled with the SGML connector “[”.

\textbf{Mapping Algorithm for Model Groups.} Concrete mapping steps based on the SGML connectors and indicators are listed below:

\textit{Case 1: Optional Indicator.} The optional indicator “?” indicates zero or one occurrence of an element. A model group (\texttt{a?}) will be mapped into an attribute \texttt{a} and no constraints: the attribute \texttt{a} can be null.

A definition of an element \texttt{p} in SGML:

\begin{verbatim}
<!ELEMENT p  -0 (... (a?) ...)>
\end{verbatim}

will be translated into a new class \texttt{p} with one of its attributes equal to \texttt{(p, a, q) \in E}. No unary constraints will be associated with the attribute \texttt{a}. \texttt{q} is the class corresponding to \texttt{a}’s model group, with the later defined using this mapping algorithm.

\textit{Case 2: No Indicator.} An element with no occurrence indicator must be constrained to be not null using the unary constraint function \texttt{NotNull} defined above. A definition of an element \texttt{p} in SGML:

\begin{verbatim}
<!ELEMENT p  -0 (... a ...)>
\end{verbatim}

will be translated into a new class \texttt{p} with one of its attributes equal to \texttt{(p, a, q) \in E}. We also impose the \texttt{NotNull} unary constraint \texttt{((p, a, q), NotNull) \in T}. Again, \texttt{q} is the class corresponding to \texttt{a}’s model group.

To illustrate the previous two mapping steps, we now give the translation of the \texttt{figure} definition from the DTD example (line 12 in Figure 2):

\begin{verbatim}
<!ELEMENT figure  -0 (picture, (caption?))>
\end{verbatim}

In Illustra, a new complex class \texttt{FIGURE} and the corresponding table \texttt{FIGURE_table} are created as following:

\begin{verbatim}
create table FIGURE_table of new type FIGURE (  
picture DOC not null,  
caption DOC  
);
\end{verbatim}

\texttt{Not-null} is an unary constraint that is directly supported in Illustra. The constraints imposed by the sequence indicator “,” for \texttt{(picture, (caption?))} model group, are defined below in Case 5.

\textit{Case 3: Closure-Occurrence Indicator.} The asterisk sign indicator “*” indicates zero or more occurrences of an element. The model group \texttt{(a*)} is translated into an attribute of ordered-list type with no unary constraint imposed: the list could be empty. The ordered-list type composed of elements of the same type \texttt{a} must be supported by the target OODB system.

A definition of an element \texttt{p} in SGML:  
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Figure 3: Directed Acyclic Graph Representation for the Element article.
will be translated into a new class \( p \) with one of its attributes equal to \( (p,a,q) \in E \). No unary constraints are specified for the corresponding attribute \( a \). \( q \) is the ordered-list class with the element type corresponding to \( a \)’s model group. Since Illustra does not support any built-in variable-length lists, we model the ordered list in Illustra by using a position field which gives the position of the elements in the list.

**Case 4: Multiple-Occurrence Indicator.** The plus sign indicator “\(+\)” indicates one or more occurrences of an element. The model group is translated like the “\( \ast \)” model group but with an unary \( NotNull \) constraint imposed. A definition of an element \( p \) in SGML:

```xml
<!ELEMENT p  -O (... (a*) ...)>
```

will be translated into a new class \( p \) with one of its attributes equal to \( (p,a,q) \in E \). In addition, we specify the unary constraint \( (p,a,q), NotNull \) \( \in T \). \( q \) is the ordered list class with the elements of type corresponding to \( a \)’s model group.

In our example, the model group \((\text{title}, \text{(body*}, \text{(subsectn+}))\) (part of line 9 in Figure 2) is translated as following:

```sql
create table A2_SECTION_table of new type A2_SECTION ( 
  title DOC not null, 
  bodys BODY_list, 
  subsectns SUBSECTN_list not null 
);
```

with \text{BODY_list} and \text{SUBSECTN_list} defined separately as described above.

**Case 5: Sequence Aggregation Connector.** The SGML sequence (aggregation) connector “\( \cdot \)” imposes an order between elements connected by it. In the constraint-based object model, an aggregation model group \((a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n)\) will be translated into a class \( t \), with attributes \((t, a_1, q_1), (t, a_2, q_2), \ldots, (t, a_n, q_n) \in E \) where \( q_i \) is the class corresponding to the domain of the element \( a_i \). If \( a_i \) is a SGML basic type (e.g., \#PCDATA) then \( q_i \) is the class of the appropriate type (e.g., \text{DOC} in Illustra). If another model group, \( q_i \) is the class corresponding to \( a_i \)’s model group.

In order to support the semantics of the aggregation model group, we need to introduce the binary constraint function “\(<\)” defined by:

\[
<: E \times E \rightarrow \{True, False\}
\]

where \( (a,b) = True \) if and only if the value of the attribute \( a \) is always before the value of the attribute \( b \) for every instance of class \( p \).

In particular, for the class \( t \) defined above, we add the following constraints:

\[
((t, a_i, q_i), (t, a_j, q_j), \lt) \in T
\]

for all \( 1 \leq i < j \leq n \). Remember that \( T \) was defined as a set of all constraint tuples corresponding to the \text{True} values of the constraint functions. We currently have no way to infer that if \((c_1, c_2, f) \in T \) and \((c_2, c_3, f) \in T \) then \((c_1, c_3, f) \in T \). Hence we must enumerate all the tuples for which \( f \) is \text{True} even \( f \) is
a transitive function as in the case of “<” function. Once the model is extended with inferencing support, 
we can optimize the constraint representation by removing redundant constraint tuples whenever deducible.

In our example, the definition of the element **subsectn** (line 10 in Figure 2):

```xml
<!ELEMENT subsectn  -0 (title, (body*))>
```

is translated to a new class **SUBSECTN** with two attributes title and bodys defined as following:

```sql
create table SUBSECTN_table of new type SUBSECTN (  
    title DOC not null,  
    bodys BODY_list not null  
);
```

The constraints are supported by creating a rule which for example imposes the order of the attributes 
when the select is executed on **SUBSECTN_table**:

```sql
create rule select_SUBSECTN  
on select to SUBSECTN_table  
do instead  
select title, bodys from  
SUBSECTN_table ;
```

The constraints indicated by the aggregation connectors must be explicitly imposed for every operator that 
accesses a subset of the attributes of **SUBSECTN_table** in the case of the Illustra system. For 
example, we have defined a function **GetDocText** for every class in the schema which returns the SGML 
text of an article instance. The order in which the different pieces are composed into the structured document 
is imposed by the aggregation connectors used in defining sequence model groups and by the original order 
of the instances corresponding to “+”, “*” and “&” model groups.

We do not introduce a rule for the insert operation, because we want to allow the user to dynamically 
insert or edit subcomponents of the document’s subsections at their convenience. However, if a whole 
document instance is inserted at a time, we assume that the SGML instance loader (instance parser) will 
check the constraints imposed by the sequence model groups by utilizing the DTD as grammar.

**Case 6: Alternative Aggregation Connector.** The SGML alternative aggregation connector “&” imposes 
no order between elements connected by it. In the formal constraint-based object model, an alternative ag-
ggregation model group \((a_1&a_2&\ldots&a_n)\) will be translated into a class \(t\), with attributes \((t, a_1, q_1), (t, a_2, q_2), \)  
\(\ldots, (t, a_n, q_n) \in E\) and \(n!\) subclasses \(t_i \in C, (t_i, t) \in G\) for \(1 \leq i \leq n\). \(A\) subclass \(t_i\) has no attributes and has the constraints corresponding to one of the permutations of the set \(\{1, 2, \ldots, n\}\). More precisely, there exists a unique permutation \((i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n)\) of the set \(\{1, 2, \ldots, n\}\), so that for the subclass \(t_i\), we have 
\((t_i; a_{i_1}, q_{i_1})(t_i; a_{i_k}, q_{i_k}), \cdot\cdot\cdot) \in T\) for \(1 \leq j \leq k \leq n\). The \(q_i\)’s are the classes corresponding to the model 
groups of the \(a_i\)’s. While the class \(t\) may not have any direct instances, its instance set will be the union of 
the instance sets of its subclasses \(t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n\).

In our example, the model group \((bib&ack)\) (line 2 in Figure 2) will be translated as following:

---

6 To optimize, we will only generate a subclass \(t_i\) if it is actually being used — i.e., if it contains at least one document instance.
create table BIB_ACK_table of new type BIB_ACK (  
    bib DOC not null,  
    ack DOC not null  
);  
create table BIB_ACK_12_table of new type BIB_ACK_12 (  
    ) under BIB_ACK_table;  
create rule select_BIB_ACK_12  
on select to BIB_ACK_12_table  
do instead  
select bib, ack from  
BIB_ACK_12_table ;

create table BIB_ACK_21_table of new type BIB_ACK_21 (  
    ) under BIB_ACK_table;  
create rule select_BIB_ACK_21  
on select to BIB_ACK_21_table  
do instead  
select ack, bib from  
BIB_ACK_21_table ;

The table BIB_ACK_table has no direct elements of its own. This can be expressed in Illustra by 
creating a rule for preventing the direct insert operation:

create rule insert_BIB_ACK  
on insert to BIB_ACK_table  
do instead nothing;

It is important to note here that while the SGML alternative aggregation connector “&” does not impose 
any order between elements, our DMS system still keeps track of the original order in which document 
instance fragments were loaded into the DMS database to assure that the documents will be displayed in the 
same manner as before having been entered into DMS. If this requirement of preserving the initial (though, 
of course, optional) document fragment ordering can be relaxed, then the SGML alternative connector “&” 
would simply be mapped to the one class t without any constraints.

Like with the “,” connector, the constraints defined for “&” must be explicitly imposed to any operator 
where the order is important (for example, select operator). However, for the & connector, the membership 
of an element instance in one of the subclasses will implicitly define the constraints. For example, 
two instances of BIB_ACK_table are equal if and only if they are both instances of the same subclass 
(BIB_ACK_12 or BIB_ACK_21) and the values of the attributes ack and bib are equal. This semantics 
could be used to define an equality operator for two document instances.

The obvious advantage of the above approach is that our solution preserves document input and output 
equivalence. Another advantage of this representation is that we can query attributes based on their position. 
The query “Find all the articles where the acknowledgement precedes the bibliography” will be translated into
a query which returns the articles for which the attribute \texttt{bib.ack} is an instance of the class \texttt{BIB_ACK.21} (the class with the constraint “\texttt{ack} is before \texttt{bib}”).

Case 7: Choice Connector. The choice connector “\mid” provides an alternative for which element is to participate in the choice model group instance: \((a \mid b)\) indicates that either \(a\) or \(b\) is not null but not both. To map a choice model group \((a_1 \mid a_2 \mid \ldots \mid a_n)\) into our constraint-based model we create a new class \(t \in C\) with no attributes and \(n\) subclasses \(t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n \in C, (t_i, t) \in G\) for all \(1 \leq i \leq n\). A subclass \(t_i\) has only one attribute \((t_i, a_i, q_i) \in E\) and an unary constraint \(((t_i, a_i, q_i), \text{NotNull}) \in T\) for all \(1 \leq i \leq n\) where \(q_i\) is the class corresponding to \(a_i\)’s model group.

Next, we explain how we would implement this model group in Illustra using the following example. For the \texttt{body} element definition (line 11 in Figure 2) we define:

\begin{verbatim}
create table BODY_table of new type BODY ( ) ;
create table BODY_figure_table of new type BODY_figure ( 
    figure FIGURE not null 
 ) under BODY_table;
create table BODY_paragr_table of new type BODY_paragr ( 
    paragr DOC not null 
 ) under BODY_table;
\end{verbatim}

The supertable \texttt{BODY_table} will have no direct instances of its own, but a query over it will return the rows of its two subtables, e.g., the elements of type \texttt{BODY}. This construction is one example that demonstrates how our approach allows us to easily specify queries ranging across diverse document types, without having to use special query constructs nor having to worry about which element types are contained in which particular DTD.

5 Schema Merging Using the Constraint Model

In the previous section, we have defined a general algorithm for mapping a DTD into a constraint-based schema. We now address the issue of how we can represent a collection of SGML documents \(\{(DTD_i, \text{file}_i)\}_{1 \leq i \leq n}\) where every document has its own DTD. One solution, which appears to be commonly adopted by other researchers, is to map every DTD into a separate schema. This requires the underlying OODB system to support multiple classes with the same class name. Furthermore assuming, for example, that there are several DTDs defining the element \texttt{subsectn}, a query like \textit{Q1: Find all the subsections of the documents containing the sentence “electrical engineering”} must be split into numerous subqueries over all the schemas that define the class \texttt{subsectn}.

An alternative solution, which we propose instead, is to have an integrated schema representing the collection of all DTDs. This process of DTD integration is similar to the problem of view or schema integration. Our strategy here is that the elements defined in different DTDs having the same name are mapped into the same class even when their definitions are slightly different\footnote{This is clearly a simplifying assumption that could be relaxed using several techniques typically applied for view schema integration. One, a table of synonyms could be utilized to identify additional classes that should be merged since they express the same semantics. Vice versa, a human input could help to determine when same-named constructs represent distinct semantics and thus should not be merged.}.
Let’s take for example two DTDs: one with the subsection as defined in Figure 2:

S1: `<!ELEMENT sectn -s (title, (body*))>`

and the other one having the `sectn` defined as:

S2: `<!ELEMENT sectn -s (title, (body*), paragr)>`.

Our goal is now to define a merged schema representing both DTDs. We thus must address how the two disparate `sectn` definitions can be mapped to an integrated class definition meeting all constraints. Our solution to this problem is to introduce one general `SUBSECTN` class capturing the common elements and constraints of the two definitions. In our example, this `SUBSECTN` class would have the attributes `title` and `bodys` and the constraint “title is before bodys”.

In addition, we need two subclasses of the class `SUBSECTN`, one `SUBSECTN,1` with no attributes but with the constraint `NotNul` for the attribute `bodys` and the second `SUBSECTN,2` with one attribute `paragr` and the constraints “title is before paragr” and “bodys is before paragr” corresponding to the definitions S1 and S2, respectively. The two subclasses represent the difference between the two definitions of the `SUBSECTN` concept in the two DTDs. The subsections of the SGML document instances following the first DTD will become instances of the `SUBSECTN,1` class and the subsections of the SGML document instances following the second DTD will be instances of the `SUBSECTN,2` class. But, of course, all of them will be instances of the class `SUBSECTN`. The query `Q1` from above will thus be able to directly access the extent (the set of the instances) of the integrated class `SUBSECTN`.

While above we described one example of our schema merging strategy, we now present the general algorithm for mapping a set of DTDs into the same schema. It consists of the following three steps:

1. Merge the set `{DTD1},1≤i≤n` into one `DTD0`:
   
   (a) Every element `E` defined in some subset `{DTDj},1≤i≤m` of `m` DTDs with the definitions
   
   ```
   { `<!ELEMENT E (defj)>` for `1 ≤ j ≤ m` }
   ```

   is defined in `DTD0` as

   ```
   <!ELEMENT E ((def1) | (def2) | ... | (defm)) >.
   ```

   (b) Every element `E` which is defined only in one DTD has the same definition in `DTD0`.

2. Map `DTD0` into the constraint-based object schema (as defined in Section 4).

3. Optimize the resulting schema.

Note that schema merging can be naturally achieved within the confines of our constraint model. As indicated above (step 3 of the merging algorithm), optimization of the generated schema is desirable. However, a detailed treatment of optimization is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we enumerate a few optimizations to give the reader a flavor of the type of optimizations that we are considering. One type of possible optimization includes reducing the number of defined classes. For example, for the nested model groups with occurrence indicators “*” and “+”, we would not need to define a new class, rather we would only add a new attribute. The choice connector model group can be translated into a superclass with all the common attributes and constraints of the subclasses corresponding to the elements of the group. The above definition of the `SUBSECTN` class would be the result of such an optimization.
6 Related Work

There is a growing body of literature on proposals for developing structured document management systems by integrating database (DBMS) and information retrieval (IR) technologies [4, 8, 17, 15]. For example, Estrella [9] is one such system, an object-oriented extension of the relational DBMS Oracle extended with a predefined 'text' class. No structural document modeling using SGML is considered.

Another example is the work by Böhm, Neuhold and others [4, 3], who study the integration of the OODBMS VODAK with the IR system INQUIRY. While their system is also designed to handle SGML documents, they take the approach of defining special-purpose meta-classes for realizing specific SGML constructs. We, on the other hand, have proposed a constraint-based object model that provides a generic mechanism for document modeling. Most importantly, our model is designed to support the integration of multiple DTDs into one integrated system - sharing class definitions among different DTDs whenever possible - rather than maintaining a distinct schema for each separate DTD.

Blake et al. [2] propose a mixed system - combining a relational schema with SGML support - to query a collection of SGML files. The SGML files are kept in the file system, while a fixed set of attributes about the documents are stored in the database. In their system, each DTD is stored separately in a file as well, and is reprocessed each time a document is accessed and/or queried. Our DMS instead provides for full document management support by decomposing each SGML document into its individual document fragments as encoded by SGML and then managing the SGML document as a complex document object.

[7] proposed a mapping strategy from SGML into the O2 database. This work requires an extension of the underlying OODB system, namely, the support of new kinds of meta-data types such as paths and union types. We take a different approach to the problem by utilizing a constraint-based model. [7] assumes the mapping of each DTD to a separate schema, while our work introduces the notion of schema integration for integrated document modeling.

[8] propose a system that couples the IR module INQUERY with the functional DBMS IRIS. Their DMBS schema is designed to model one particular document type only. The documents are stored highly redundantly, being stored both in the DBMS as well as in the IR system. The focus of their work is on object retrieval based on a probabilistic inference net model, while our paper address the DTD modeling and merging problem.

The constraint-based object model we present is an extension of the formal object model presented in [5] — namely, it is extended with general constraint specification. Similarly, the merging strategy we indicate in Section 5 is based on previous work on schema integration. Our main contribution here is again the focus on the integration of constraint-based schemata. As far as we know, the application of schema merging to complex document handling has not previously been studied.

7 Conclusions

It has been widely recognized that document management systems that effectively manage structured digital documents should integrate functionalities of both database and information retrieval technologies [4, 8, 17, 15, 9, 2]. Towards this end, we have developed a DMS system that can handle complex mixed queries incorporating both structural as well as content-based requests.

As a foundation of this system, we have introduced in this paper a formal constraint-based object model. Rather than requiring the extension of the underlying DBMS platform with special-purpose data types for
handling particular SGML-constructs, as proposed previously, we have developed a general algorithm for
mapping any SGML construct into our formal constraint-based object model.

To validate our approach, we implemented a working prototype of the DMS system using our constraint-
based approach. In particular, in this paper, we describe a detailed example of applying our proposed
algorithm for mapping the article DTD to our formal constrained-based object model, and then to our
implementation on Illustra. This experiment demonstrates the ease of realizing the proposed constraint-
based object model using current OODB technology. Most importantly, we show that our model easily
supports the merging of arbitrary DTDs into one integrated schema. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first work studying the application of schema integration techniques in the context of the document
management problem. Our approach allows for the specification of queries across diverse document types, if
desired, without requiring special syntactic query constructs or query processing techniques. Our approach
towards structured document handling offers genericity and simplicity, enabling any existing OODB system
to be quickly extended with structured document management support.

In the future, we plan to investigate strategies for optimizing integrated constraint-based schemata
generated by our algorithm. We also plan to experiment with our prototype to evaluate its effectiveness in
document retrieval. This includes the integration of the DMS system into UMDL – the digital library sys-
tem being developed at the University of Michigan – as collection database to allow for experimentation
with structured versus unstructured document search techniques over the same document sets. Finally, the
issue of query optimization of mixed queries on structured documents remains a largely unsolved problem.
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